March 23-24, 2023, Halle C, Keplergebäude
Johannes Kepler University, Linz, Austria

PROGRAM

23 MARCH/DAY 1

9.15 – 10.15 Welcome and Opening
Welcome and Introducing Remarks by the Hosts

Care Migration and Care Marketization: An Invitation to Reflect on a Complex Interplay
Brigitte Aulenbacher and Wasana Handapangoda, Johannes Kepler University, Linz, Austria

Chair: Roland Atzmüller, Johannes Kepler University, Linz, Austria

10.15 – 10.45 Coffee Break

10.45 – 12.15 Patterns and Significance of Migration and Marketization

The Rise in the Intensity of Migration and Population Ageing, Shortages in Care Work and Increasing Competition for Welfare in a Neoliberal Era
Attila Melegh, Corvinus University, Budapest, Hungary

Multi-faceted Care-migrations in Europe: East-to-East, West and South Migration. Amending the Geopolitical Frame (Global South to Global North)
Helma Lutz, Goethe University Frankfurt, Frankfurt, Germany

Chair: Roland Atzmüller, Johannes Kepler University, Linz, Austria

12.15 – 13.45 Lunch Break
March 23-24, 2023, Halle C, Keplergebäude
Johannes Kepler University, Linz, Austria

13.45 – 16.15 Labour and Care Brokerage on New Markets and Migration

**Mapping Organized Care Mobility from and within Central and Eastern Europe**
Ewa Palenga-Möllenbeck, Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany

**The Shaping of a Migration Industry: on the Commodity Fiction, Institutional Logics and Social Inequalities in Labour and Care Brokerage in Austria and Sri Lanka**
Brigitte Aulenbacher and Wasana Handapangoda, Johannes Kepler University, Linz, Austria

15.15 – 15.30 Coffee Break

**Senior Care Marketization in Transition: Transnational Live-in Care in Austria, Hungary and the Netherlands on the Move**
Valentin Fröhlich and Florian Pimminger, Johannes Kepler University, Linz, Austria

Chair: Fabienne Décieux, Johannes Kepler University, Linz and University of Vienna, Austria

16.15 – 16.45 Coffee Break

16.45 – 18.15 Migration, Gendered Inequalities and Emancipation

**Immigrant Women in Paid Domestic Work in São Paulo: Two Trajectories and a Multiplicity of Arrangements**
Ester Gouvea Martins, University of São Paulo, Brazil

**The European Care Border Regime and Distorted Emancipation**
Zuzana Uhde, Czech Academy of Sciences, Czech Republic

Chair: Katharina Kreissl, Johannes Kepler University, Linz, Austria

18.30 Science Talk and Conference Dinner at “Grüne Papaya”
If you like to participate, we ask you to register on the registration-webpage. Please note that you have to cover the costs by yourself because there are no conference fees.
March 23-24, 2023, Halle C, Keplergebäude
Johannes Kepler University, Linz, Austria

24 MARCH/DAY 2

9.00 – 10.30 Care Migration, Care Marketization and New Modes of Care Provision
Care Types and Migration Types. From Commodification to Corporatization in Europe
Sabrina Marchetti, Ca’ Foscari University of Venice, Italy

Gratitude or Solidarity? Domestic Work in the Humanitarian Arena in the Czech Republic
Petra Ezzeddine, Charles University in Prague, Czech Republic

Chair: Raphael Deindl, Johannes Kepler University, Linz, Austria

10.30 – 10.45 Coffee Break

10.45 – 12.15 Forms of Care Marketization and Migration Compared
Care Relocation and Live-In Care in Europe as Results of Transnationalisation and Marketisation of Care: Are They Two Sides of the Same Coin?
Veronika Prieler, Matouš Jelínk, Kristine Krause, Mariusz Sapieha, University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Marketization of Senior Care and Lifestyle Migration in Hungary
Dóra Gábriel, Institute for Regional Studies, Hungary

Chair: Valentin Fröhlich, Johannes Kepler University, Linz, Austria

12.15 – 13.15 Lunch Break
March 23-24, 2023, Halle C, Keplergebäude
Johannes Kepler University, Linz, Austria

13.15 – 14.45 Labour and Care Markets and Labour Rights

The Unfree Market of Care Work
Rhacel Salazar Parreñas, The University of Southern California, USA

Paid Domestic Work, Migration, and the Struggles for Labour Rights in Uruguay and Paraguay
Raquel Rojas, Freie Universität Berlin, Germany

Chair: Katharina Kreissl, Johannes Kepler University Linz, Austria

14.45 – 15.00 Coffee Break

15.00 – 15.45 Concluding Panel

Fishbowl-Discussion

Chairs: Brigitte Aulenbacher and Wasana Handapangoda, Johannes Kepler University Linz, Austria

Farewell

Please register here for the Symposium
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